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Abstract

Understanding  human-wildlife  conflicts  and  monitoring  their  consequences,  such  as  wildlife

persecution, is crucial for biological conservation. Although most theoretical models suggest that

the influence of value orientations  on behavior  is  mediated by higher  order  constructs  such as

attitudes  and  norms,  wildlife  value  orientations  are  widely  used  to  assess  human-wildlife

relationships and to predict human behavior towards wildlife. We have no evidence of studies which

have measured them in Mediterranean countries, where the highest biodiversity level in temperate
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Western countries is present. In spring 2016, we administered a questionnaire to local farmers in

Central Italy to measure the association be tween wildlife value orientations and illegal killing of

wildlife, in response to crop or poultry damages (n = 352). We obtained the prevalence of illegal

killing  with  the  Randomized  Response  Technique,  ensuring  complete  individual  protection  to

respondents. We modeled the effect of wildlife value orientations over illegal wildlife killing with a

Bayesian logistic regression for three taxa: the red fox, the crested porcupine, and birds, as most of

persecution  by  farmers  in  our  study  site  is  exerted  towards  them.  We  found  that  domination

predicted illegal killing for the red fox only.  On the other  hand, mutualism predicted tolerance

towards all the study taxa. Combining wildlife value orientations and the Randomized Response

Technique can be a promising approach to explore human-wildlife conflicts and their consequences.

Furthermore, the Mediterranean setting of our study filled existing geographical gaps about wildlife

value orientations in Europe.  We encourage future research on the application of wildlife value

orientations to conflicts involving wildlife and extensive farmers, i.e.,  at  large scale,  as well as

future large-scale research on wildlife value orientations in Europe

Introduction

Human-wildlife  conflicts  are  a  topic  of  growing  interest  for  contemporary  wildlife  managers

(Woodroffe  et  al.  2005).  Human  and  some wildlife  populations  grew in  the  last  decades,  and

negative  interactions  between  human  activities  and  wildlife  have  become  more  frequent,  with

substantial social costs (Woodroffe et al. 2005; Barua et al. 2013) and receiving growing attention

from media (Gore et al. 2005). This has reinforced or created new conflicts among stakeholders

(Dickman 2010; Redpath et al. 2013), altered social tolerance towards problematic wildlife (Liu et

al. 2011; Treves and Bruskotter 2014), or generated discussions about general topics such as equity

for land use and access to private properties (Patterson et al.  2003). Wildlife managers need to

develop  new tools  to  frame human-wildlife  conflicts,  as  well  as  to  monitor  and forecast  their
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consequences,  to  develop  longstanding  management  strategies  (Messmer  2009).  Psychology

provides  valuable  theoretical  frames  to  explain  human-wildlife  interactions.  For  instance,  the

cognitive hierarchy has been adopted since the late 1990s to explain how values, value orientations,

attitudes,  and  norms  affect  human  behavior  towards  wildlife  (Jacobs  et  al.  2012).  Values  are

desirable end states and conduct modes reflecting our basic desires and goals of our life (Rockeach

1973;  Schwartz  2006).  Values  are  indirect  drivers  of  human  behavior  and  receive  contextual

meaning  from  schematic  networks  of  basic  beliefs,  i.e.,  value  orientations  (Kluckhohn  1951).

Wildlife value orientations show individual thoughts about wildlife or wildlife-related issues (e.g.,

disease transmission, crop raiding), and they provide general values with a meaning in the context

of wildlife (Fulton et al. 1996). For instance, two farmers may hold similar general values (e.g.,

recognition  of  the  importance  of  well-being),  but  yet  hold  different  wildlife  value  orientations

(positive vs. negative): thus they may react differently in response to wildlife damaging crops or

poultries.  Two  wildlife  value  orientations  have  been  identified:  domination  and  mutualism

(Manfredo et al. 2009; Teel and Manfredo 2009; Teel et al. 2007, 2009). These orientations are

made of a network of four basic beliefs towards wildlife: appropriate use, hunting, social affiliation,

and  caring.  People  whose  wildlife  value  orientation  is  mainly  domination-oriented  claim  that

society  should  manage wildlife  to  maximize their  own wellness.  They are  more  likely  to  treat

wildlife in a utilitarian way and to accept drastic management actions (e.g., lethal control). On the

other hand, those who hold a mutualistic perspective tend to consider animals in a non-utilitarian

way. In the most extreme cases, mutualism can lead people to pose animals at the same level of

humans, considering them part of the society and extending them human rights (Manfredo 2008).

Those with a  mutualistic  value orientation oppose actions which can harm or  kill  animals  and

promotes  caring  behavior  and  welfare-enhancing  actions  (Clergeau  and  Vergnes  2015).  Many

studies on wildlife value orientations have been conducted in North America (Fulton et al. 1996;

Teel et al. 2010). Other research has been carried out in Central and Northern Europe (Gamborg and
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Jensen 2016a, b; Herrmann et al. 2013; Jacobs 2007; Jacobs et al. 2014a; Raadik and Cottrell 2007;

Vaske et al. 2011), Asia (Jafarpour and Manohar 2014; Kaczensky 2007; Tanakanjana and Saranet

2007; Zainal Abidin and Jacobs 2016; Zinn and Shen 2007), and Oceania (Miller 2003). Wildlife

value orientations are appealing for wildlife managers, as they can predict public support towards

wildlife management policies (Jacobs et  al.  2014b) and towards conservation of iconic wildlife

(Herrmann  et  al.  2013).  In  Western  countries,  current  research  on  wildlife  value  orientations

suggests that social changes in education,  economic income, and urbanization are influencing a

value shift towards mutualism (Manfredo 2008). This will certainly affect biological conservation

(Manfredo et al. 2016), e.g., by reshaping human-wildlife conflicts, like those between agriculture

and wildlife. As the society changes, so the public support for lethal control of wildlife will do

(Jacobs et al. 2014b; Sijtsma et al. 2012); changes in the social features of young farmers (e.g.,

higher levels of education, different economic incomes) may also lead to changes in the levels of

wildlife acceptance and persecution.

Monitoring the consequences of human-wildlife conflicts is crucial to achieve conservation goals,

because persecution and illegal killing are typically the quickest reaction of human communities to

wildlife  damaging.  The  persecution  of  problematic  wildlife  seriously  undermines  conservation

efforts worldwide,  it  is  seldom effective in limiting future damages and it  may triggers serious

cascade  effects  on  ecological  communities,  worsening  the  original  conflict  (Prugh et  al.  2009;

Wallach et al. 2010; Ripple et al. 2014). Surveys can be a valuable approach to detect where human-

wildlife  conflicts  arise  and  which  stakeholders  they  affect  (Vaske  2008;  White  et  al.  2005).

Unfortunately,  monitoring  their  consequences,  e.g.,  wildlife  persecution,  is  often  complex:

respondents are generally unwilling to report their  real behavior if they perceived it as socially

undesirable or sanctionable (Krumpal 2013; Nuno and St. John 2015). Farmers who experienced

crop damaging will hardly reveal whether they reacted against problematic wildlife, because they

are afraid of being fined or convicted. Conventional direct-answer questionnaires are unsuitable to
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measure  wildlife  persecution,  because  they can  suffer  from a high non-response rate  or  biased

answers. Various specialized questioning techniques have been developed to conduct surveys about

sensitive topics (Nuno and St. John 2015). These techniques assume that guaranteeing respondents’

privacy will increase data validity. Privacy protection is based on logical mechanisms that do not

enable  surveyors  to  track  individual  answers,  ensuring  complete  individual  protection  to

respondents. Specialized questioning techniques allow researchers to obtain estimates of the target

behavior at the population level, and some of them even to model the effect of covariates. The

Randomized Response Technique is arguably the most applied of these techniques (Krumpal 2013;

Blair et al. 2015). Its main advantages are its high statistical power, allowing for relatively small

sample sizes, altogether with the possibility to use modified logistic regressions or mixture models

to investigate the effect of covariates over the likelihood of engaging in the sensitive behavior (Van

den  Hout  et  al.  2007).  Provided  respondents  comply  with  the  instructions,  the  Randomized

Response Technique provides prevalence estimates with a lower bias than direct-questions and it

has a great potential to monitor wildlife persecution arising from follow human-wildlife conflicts.

In Europe, the numerical recovery experienced by many wildlife populations in the last decades is

colliding with human activities (Deinet et al. 2013; Massei et al. 2015; Fox and Abraham 2017).

Therefore,  wildlife  managers  need proper  tools  to  forecast  these  conflicts  and to  monitor  their

consequences,  such as  wildlife  persecution,  at  the  continental  scale.  Wildlife  value orientations

might provide a sound theoretical frame to accomplish these tasks, but various research gaps still

exist. Firstly, no study is available for Mediterranean Europe, hampering their application at the

European  scale.  Available  research  about  the  predictive  power  of  wildlife  value  orientations

considered  hypothetical  scenarios  only  (Jacobs  et  al.  2012)  and  never  measured  self-reported

behavior  about  human-wildlife conflicts.  This study aims to  address all  these gaps,  testing two

hypotheses about the predictive value of wildlife value orientations towards wildlife persecution by

farmers, in case of crop damages in a Mediterranean context. We predicted that, in response to crop
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damages: (i) a domination-oriented value orientation lead farmers to kill problematic wildlife and

(ii) a mutualism-oriented value orientation prevents farmers from killing problematic wildlife. This

paper will  also show how the Randomized Response Technique,  generally neglected in Europe

(Cross et al. 2013), can be a valuable tool to measure wildlife persecution.

Materials and methods

Questionnaire  structure  and administration The study area was located in  Tuscany,  a  region of

Central Italy (Fig. 1). Between March and April 2016, we administered questionnaires to a sample

of residents who practiced leisure farming in the provinces of Pistoia, Lucca, Grosseto, and Siena.

We selected three taxa, exerting the main crop damages excluding ungulates. Birds (especially the

European starling  Sturnus vulgaris) are, after wild boar, the main cause of crop loss in our study

area (Santilli et al. 2012; Laurenzi et al. 2016). Among mammals, the crested porcupine  Hystrix

cristata may exert heavy damage to vegetable gardens (Laurenzi et al. 2016; Lovari et al. 2017) and

the red fox  Vulpes vulpes may cause severe losses in poultries (Poole 2002). These species, very

abundant  in  Tuscany,  might  therefore  be  subjected  to  a  considerable  persecution  by  farmers

(Serafini and Lovari 1993; Laurenzi et al. 2016; Lovari et al. 2017).

Prior to the survey, we identified and mapped vegetable gardens with QuantumGIS (QuantumGIS

Development Team 2009). We identified the nearest houses to vegetable gardens, then we obtained

phone numbers and we took contacts with farmers. Our sampling was purposive: random sampling

was impossible because of the absence of registers of Bamateur^ farmers (i.e., those having only

private vegetables gardens). Two authors (MV and EM) administered the questionnaire, following a

fixed  protocol.  At  the  beginning  of  the  questionnaire,  interviewers  explained  how  to  use  the

randomizing  device  (i.e.,  a  dice),  to  answer  to  the  questions  with  the  Randomized  Response

Technique (hereafter, RRT), and explained how the technique ensured privacy protection. Then they

administered the questionnaires, and left respondents alone 10 min to fill the module. At the end,
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interviewers came back to respondents and asked them to put the questionnaire in a ballot box. The

questionnaire  included  three  RRT questions  asking  respondents  whether  they  had  ever  killed

wildlife after crop/poultry damages. We asked respondents to roll the dice before answering to each

question, then to answer “Yes” if the outcome was 1 or 2 and “No” if it was 5 or 6, but to provide an

honest answer if the outcome was 4 or 5. This was a forced-response design of the RRT (Blair et al.

2015). Two questions asked respondents whether they illegally killed two iconic mammals: the red

fox  and  the  crested  porcupine.  Furthermore,  another  question  asked  respondents  whether  they

illegally  killed  “birds”  as  a  consequence  of  crop  damaging:  we  used  this  general  expression,

because in the study area those bird species causing crop damaging are not iconic taxa and we

preferred to avoid misclassification bias from respondents.

In the second section of the questionnaire, we asked respondents about the type of amateur farming

they practiced, about crop/poultry damaging by wildlife, and whether they reported such damage to

local authorities. In the third section, we adopted a four-item construct based on a seven-point scale,

to measure the importance they assigned to farming. In the last section of the survey, we measured

the wildlife value orientations of respondents by adopting the 19 items set with a seven-point scale

used in previous works (Jacobs et al. 2014A; Manfredo et al. 2009). At the end of the questionnaire,

we asked respondents their demographic characteristics. A complete version of the questionnaire is

available in the Supplementary Material (S1). Local crop/poultry damage was assessed and verified

by technicians working for Hunting Agencies  for the same areas  of  our social  survey,  through

addressed surveys on damaged rural areas (cf. Laurenzi et al. 2016). Technicians identified different

impacts  by  porcupines  and  foxes  by  presence  signs  (i.e.,  quills,  digs,  hair,  footprints,  and

excrements) on the ground (cf. Laurenzi et al. 2017).

Statistical analyses
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We calculated the Cronbach’s alpha to measure (i) the reliability of wildlife value orientations and

(ii) the reliability of perceived importance of farming, and the Harman’s Single Factor, to control

for common method variance.

Our sample was smaller  than samples  from previous  research about  wildlife  value orientations

adopting frequentist Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Manfredo et al. 2009; Teel and Manfredo 2009;

Whittaker  et  al.  2006)  and  our  study  was  the  first  where  wildlife  value  orientations,  notably

domination  and  mutualism,  were  estimated  in  a  Mediterranean  context.  Therefore,  we  were

interested in a latent variable model allowing for a small  sample size and for the possibility to

measure its goodness-of-fit to the data. The Bayesian Confirmatory Factor Analysis (BCFA) met

these requirements, enabling us to incorporate existing information about wildlife value orientations

through constrained priors and allowing us to see whether our two latent variables were correctly

estimated, by inspecting MCMC diagnostics and convergence metrics (Merkle and Rosseel 2015).

Existing literature about wildlife value orientations indicates that the various items well reflect their

respective latent variables: each observed variable (item) is positively correlated with the latent

variable it represents and uncorrelated with the other latent variable. Therefore, we constrained the

prior  distribution  of  factor  loadings  to  positive  values  and  we  set  at  zero  the  factor  loadings

representing a relationship between a specific item and the uncorrelated latent variable. We used a

standard Gibbs sampler with 10,000 iterations and a burn-in of 1000 observations to simulate from

the posterior distribution. After we run the BCFA and we obtained convergence of the estimates, we

estimated factor scores for domination and mutualism. We adopted a Bayesian logistic regression

with known misclassification probabilities to test for the effect of domination and mutualism over

illegal killing (Blair et al. 2015).

We used the Gelman-Rubin statistics and graphical exploration to examine the MCMC outputs of

the BCFA and the logistic regressions. We also adopted Gelman plots to check the convergence of

logistic regressions.
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Results

We  administered  352  questionnaires  and  the  proportion  of  missing  answers  was  low

(Supplementary Material S2), therefore we retained all of them for data analysis. Vegetable gardens

were the most widespread activity (89.2%), followed by orchards (21.9%) and poultries (18.2%).

The majority of respondents (61.9%) suffered wildlife damaging, but only few (5.7%) reported

damaging to local authorities. Wildlife value orientations were reliable, as their Cronbach’s alpha

was above the traditional cutoff of 0.65 (Table 1: cf. Doi et al. 2000) and Harman’s single factor test

did not reveal any common method variance bias. We removed one item from the set measuring

mutualism (item n.11), as it strongly increased the Cronbach’s alpha of the construct (Table 1). The

BCFA provided a satisfactory fit to our data, as shown by MCMC graphical diagnostics. In the

Bayesian logistic regressions, the acceptance ratios of the Metropolis algorithm were 0.4, MCMC

diagnostics were good, and the Gelman-Rubin statistics were all below 1.1, indicating convergence

(Table 2). Domination was positively and strongly related to the likelihood of having killed red

foxes,  but  such  relationship  was  weak  for  the  illegal  killing  of  crested  porcupines  and  birds.

Mutualism was always strongly negatively related to illegal wildlife killing, both for the red fox, the

crested porcupine, and birds (Table 2). The prevalence of illegal wildlife killing differed between

the  various  species.  According  to  the  RRT,  birds  were  the  most  persecuted  because  of  crop

damaging (27.9%), followed by the crested porcupine (20.4%) and by the red fox (13.8%).

Discussion

Our results show how wildlife value orientations can help understanding human tolerance towards

problematic wildlife in Europe, and how the RRT can be an effective tool to monitor the negative

consequences human-wildlife conflicts, like wildlife persecution.
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Farmers with mutualistic wildlife value orientations are tolerant towards wildlife, even if they suffer

crop/poultry. On the other hand, famers with a domination wildlife value orientation were not likely

to kill wildlife, in response to crop damage. The low predictive power of domination can underlie

the  existence  of  other  important  drivers  of  wildlife  killing  by  farmers,  e.g.,  emotions  towards

wildlife (Manfredo 2008; Jacobs 2012; Jacobs et al. 2012, 2014a; Frank et al. 2016; Prokop et al.

2016). In our study, the majority of respondents (c. 62%) had suffered crop damaging prior to the

questionnaire and we believe that the existence,  the extent,  and the frequency of previous crop

damaging can be other important factors guiding decision-making. Future studies should address

this issue. To sum up, our results verified our prediction (ii), but rejected (i). Interestingly, they also

contradicted  findings  of  previous  research  showing  that  mutualism  drives  evaluations  on  rare

wildlife, whereas domination drives evaluations on common species (Hermann et al. 2013; Jacobs

et  al.  2014b).  Our  results  denied  this  hypothesis,  since  we  investigated  the  occurrence  of  an

evaluative behavior involving common species, finding no predictive potential of domination.

Two criticisms  may be  advanced  against  our  approach.  Firstly,  by  asking respondents  about  a

behavior  that  could  have  occurred  long ago,  memory recall  bias  could  occur.  We believe  that

memory recall bias is unlikely to have affected our estimates, because killing wildlife is likely to

awake strong emotions, which reinforce and strengthen memories (Manfredo 2008). Then, a second

critic can notice that the wildlife value orientations of respondents could have changed from the

time when they engaged in the reported behavior, to the time of the interview, especially if such

time span was long. We believe that this is unlikely to be a major problem too, because changes in

individual values may occur (Majic and Bath 2010) but they are not common, given that values are

a stable and central trait of human personality (Jacobs et al. 2012). Our results also show that the

classic quantitative scale adopted to measure wildlife value orientations (Manfredo et al. 2009) can

be adopted in Mediterranean countries. The validity of wildlife value orientations for Mediterranean

countries extends the geographical scale where they have been applied and discloses new research
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possibilities (Jacobs 2007; Raadik and Cottrel 2007; Herrmann et al. 2013; Gamborg and Jensen

2016a, b). Large-scale studies (Manfredo 2008; Manfredo et al. 2009) may have deep implications

for cross-cultural validity of wildlife value orientations and their theoretical structure (Dayer et al.

2007), as well as for trans-boundary wildlife policies (Marzano et al.  2013; Langhammer et al.

2017), and their interplay with national regulations.

Conclusions

Wildlife value orientations can be regarded as a robust theoretical framework to explain wildlife

persecution  by  farmers,  in  response  to  crop  damages.  The  RRT  should  be  used  instead  of

conventional  direct-answers  questionnaires,  as  shown  by  other  works  on  problematic  wildlife

(Fairbrass et al. 2016; St. John et al. 2010, 2016). Recently, substantial advances were achieved in

RRT  modeling,  leading  to  more  accurate  and  efficient  estimators  and  allowing  to  tests  for

respondents’ compliance with the instructions (Cruyff et al. 2016): we recommend future studies

testing this new RRT approach to measure wildlife persecution.

Mutualism predicts that farmers suffering crop damaging may tolerate the presence of wildlife, but

domination does not predict illegal killing. Future research addressing the role of domination and

mutualism as moderators for the effect of crop damaging and other drivers over illegal wildlife

killing are needed. Mutualism might have a greater moderating power than domination, because

engaging in rule violation not only requires the willingness to do so but a favorable social context,

perceived benefits exceeding costs, altogether with practical skills.  If true, this  assumption may

have practical implications understanding and managing human-wildlife conflicts. The combination

of  studies  on  wildlife  value  orientations  with  data  on  demographic  changes  in  the  farmer

community may constitute a fertile approach to model the potential evolution of agriculture-wildlife

conflicts. Young farmers often have a valuable education level and, mainly if graduated, most of

them do not have a degree in agricultural  sciences,  suggesting the occurrence of part-time and
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leisure farming (Albani et al. 2013). As wildlife value orientations are influenced by the educational

background  (Zinn  et  al.  2002;  Manfredo  et  al.  2009),  at  least  part  of  the  European  farming

community may increase its tolerance towards wildlife (Rovný 2016). This may also result in a

decreasing acceptance of lethal control of wildlife. We enabled future studies at the European level

about this topic by providing evidence for wildlife value orientations in a Mediterranean country.
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Table 1. Wildlife value orientations, reliability of constructs

Value Orientation
Basic belief dimension
Survey itema

Reliability analysis

Alpha  if  item
deleted

Cronbach’s alpha

Domination 0.94

Appropriate use beliefs 0.94

Humans should manage fish and wildlife populations so
that human benefit

0.92

The needs of humans should take priority over fish and
wildlife protection

0.93

It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it
poses a threat to their life

0.92

It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it
poses a threat to their property

0.91

It is acceptable to use fish and wildlife in research even if
it may harm or kill some animals

0.92

Fish and wildlife are on earth primarily for people to use 0.92

Hunting beliefs 0.83

We should strive for a world where there is an abundance
of fish and wildlife for hunting and fishing

0.81

Hunting is cruel and inhumane to the animalsb 0.74

Hunting does not respect the lives of animalsb 0.72

People  who  want  to  hunt  should  be  provided  the
opportunity to do so

0.84

Mutualism 0.90

Social affiliation beliefs 0.80

We should strive for a world where humans and fish and
wildlife can live side by side without fear

0.92

I view all living things as part of one big family 0.65

Animals should have rights similar to the rights of humans 0.66

Wildlife are like my family and I want to protect them 0.69

Caring beliefs 0.89

I care about animals as much as I do other people 0.87

It would be more rewarding to me to help animals rather
than people

0.90

I  take  great  comfort  in  the  relationships  I  have  with
animals

0.84

I feel a strong emotional bond with animals 0.84
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I value the sense of companionship I receive from animals 0.87
a Variables coded on a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from −3 (strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly
agree)
bReverse coded

Table 2. Illegal killing of wildlife: effect of domination and mutualism over wildlife killing. The

Gelman-Rubin statistic, if smaller than 1.1, indicates that the logistic regression correctly estimated

the coefficients. Estimated coefficients are odds ratio and Bayesian credibility intervals are at the

95% level

Species Wildlife  Value
Orientations

Estimated
coefficients

Credibility
interval (95%)

Gelma-Rubin
statistic

Fox Domination 3.19 3.69 1.00

Mutualism -3.39 3.89 1.00

Crested porcupine Domination -0.48 3.59 1.00

Mutualism -4.86 3.41 1.00

Birds Domination 0.34 2.23 1.01

Mutualism -1.09 2.50 1.02
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